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Abstract: Due to the difficulties of finding superconformal Lagrangian theories for
multiple M2-branes, we will in this paper instead focus on the field equations. By
relaxing the requirement of a Lagrangian formulation we can explore the possibility of
having structure constants fABCD satisfying the fundamental identity but which are
not totally antisymmetric. We exemplify this discussion by making use of an explicit
choice of a non-antisymmetric fABCD constructed from the Lie algebra structure
constants fabc of an arbitrary gauge group. Although this choice of f
ABC
D does not
admit an obvious Lagrangian description, it does reproduce the correct SYM theory
for a stack of N D2-branes to leading order in g−1YM upon reduction and, moreover,
it sheds new light on the centre of mass coordinates for multiple M2-branes.
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1. Introduction
Finding a model for the dynamics of multiple M2-branes is a central problem in the
quest for a better understanding of M-theory. Building on previous work [1, 2, 3], a
new class of maximally supersymmetric field equations, proposed to describe multi-
ple M2-branes at the conformal fixed point, was recently constructed by demanding
closure of the supersymmetry transformations [4, 5, 6]. These field equations are
parameterised by a four-index tensor fABCD, antisymmetric in the first three in-
dices. One finds that in order for the supersymmetry transformations to close these
structure constants have to satisfy the so called fundamental identity
fABCGf
EFG
D = 3f
EF [A
Gf
BC]G
D . (1.1)
When constructing the Lagrangian one also needs to introduce a metric, hAB, in order
to be able to write down a scalar with respect to the indices appearing on fABCD.
In addition, one is forced to assume that fABCD = f [ABCD], i.e. that the four-index
tensor is antisymmetric [5]. Despite the growing attention that the Bagger-Lambert-
Gustavsson theory is receiving [7]-[13], it has proved very difficult to find solutions to
the fundamental identity using an antisymmetric fABCD, and so far only one solution
is known, namely fABCD = ǫABCD [5], usually referred to as the A4 theory. Note
that the existence of non-trivial antisymmetric solutions fABCD, with index range
5, 6, 7 and 8 and positive definite metric, were ruled out in [14]. There is by now
evidence mounting for the interpretation that the A4 theory describes two coincident
M2-branes [8, 12, 13]
In a recent paper by Mukhi and Papageorgakis [8], a mechanism for relating
the proposed multiple membrane theory to a maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills
(SYM) theory living on D2-branes was presented. Previous attempts in this direction
was made in [4, 7]. The mechanism consists of making a particular choice for fABCD,
and then in an elegant way compactify and Higgs the theory by giving a vev to one of
the scalars leading to the promotion of a non-dynamical gauge field to a dynamical
one. To obtain the SYM theory with gauge group SU(2) these authors used the
fABCD = ǫABCD mentioned above. For gauge group SU(N), i.e. for a stack of N > 2
branes, it was assumed in [8] that their choice of an antisymmetric fABCD, which
does not solve the fundamental identity per se, could be completed with terms not
relevant to leading order in g−1YM in such a way that the resulting f
ABCD does solve
the fundamental identity. However, one can check that the fABCD used to get a SYM
theory with gauge group SU(3) can not be completed in this fashion. It is therefore
not clear how the procedure will work in detail for SU(N), with N > 2. However, as
will be described below, by using a set of non-antisymmetric structure constants, we
are able to apply their proposed Higgs mechanism at the level of the field equations
and find the infrared limit of the SYM theory for a stack of N D2-branes to leading
order in g−1YM .
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One motivation for studying the relation between D2 and M2-branes only at
the level of the field equations, and (at least for the moment) ignore the problem of
not being able to find a Lagrangian formulation, is the great difficulty, mentioned
above, of finding Lagrangians for the supersymmetric field equations supposedly
describing multiple membranes. Furthermore, there is no a priori reason why the
infrared conformal fixed points of nonconformal N = 8 SYM theory should allow for
a Lagrangian formulation. In fact, supersymmetric theories without a Lagrangian
has previously been considered, e.g. in the context of gauged supergravities [15].
In this context, we note that the constraints on fABCD coming from demanding
that the supersymmetry transformations close are most conveniently given not in the
form (1.1) of the fundamental identity, but instead as the condition
f [ABCGf
E]FG
D = 0 , (1.2)
which, however, can be shown to be equivalent1 to (1.1) as further discussed in section
2. Throughout the paper we will be careful in stating what extra assumptions we
make in addition to requiring closure of the supersymmetry algebra as some of these
assumptions might be possible to relax.
We present an explicit non-antisymmetric choice for fABCD in order to exemplify
the above discussion. This gives rise to field equations that, after using to the Higgs
mechanism in [8], correspond to the SYM theory for a stack of N D2-brane with
an arbitrary (compact and semi-simple) gauge group. Thus, although this choice of
fABCD inserted into the field equations give equations which do not admit an obvious
Lagrangian description, it does reproduce the infrared limit of the nonconformal D2-
brane SYM theory.
Furthermore, in contrast to previous attempts, the U(1) degrees of freedom we
find on the D2-branes satisfy free field equations to all orders in g−1YM and thus
constitute a natural candidate for the centre of mass multiplet for multiple M2-
branes. It is interesting to note that in our approach the centre of mass coordinates
arise already at the level of the M2-branes2, thereby shedding new light on the
problem with the M-theory translation invariance discussed in [8]. However, although
the centre of mass modes obey free dynamics, they do appear in the other field
equations, thereby explaining why a Lagrangian, if it exists, is not easily constructed.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we reanalyse the conditions that
the structure constants must satisfy in order to obtain closure of the supersymmetry
transformations. We then discuss the extra conditions needed for a straightforward
construction of a Lagrangian. A set of non-antisymmetric structure constants relat-
1In a previous version of this paper we assumed (1.1) and (1.2) to be inequivalent. In section 2
we show that this is not the case. This fact is however of no consequence for the main conclusions
of this paper.
2This has also been noticed by Gustavsson in [7].
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ing D2 and M2-branes for any number of branes at the level of the field equations is
given in section 3. Finally, section 4 contains some closing comments.
2. Supersymmetric field equations
A new class of supersymmetric field equations was recently constructed in [4] and
[5], using different but equivalent formulations [6], by demanding closure of the su-
persymmetry transformations, which we briefly review below. In this paper we will
use the notation and conventions of [5].
Consider the fields XIA,ΨA and A˜µ
B
A, where X
I
A is an SO(8) vector, ΨA a chiral
spinor and A˜µ
B
A a non-dynamical gauge potential transforming as a vector under
SO(2, 1). Indices A,B, . . . refer to an unspecified algebra defined by the structure
constants fABCD. The on-shell supersymmetry transformations are
δXIA = iǫ¯Γ
IΨA ,
δΨA = DµX
I
AΓ
µΓIǫ−
1
6
XIBX
J
CX
K
D f
BCD
AΓIJKǫ , (2.1)
δA˜µ
B
A = iǫ¯ΓµΓIX
I
CΨDf
CDB
A .
Demanding that these supersymmetry transformations close into a translation and
a gauge transformation, the following field equations are obtained
0 = ΓµDµΨA +
1
2
ΓIJX
I
CX
J
DΨBf
CDB
A ,
0 = D2XIA −
i
2
Ψ¯CΓ
I
JX
J
DΨBf
CDB
A +
1
2
fBCDAf
EFG
DX
J
BX
K
C X
I
EX
J
FX
K
G , (2.2)
0 = F˜µν
B
A + εµνλ(X
J
CD
λXJD +
i
2
Ψ¯CΓ
λΨD)f
CDB
A ,
where the covariant derivative and field strength are defined as
(DµX)A = ∂µXA − A˜µ
B
AXB ,
F˜µν
B
A = −2
(
∂[µA˜ν]
B
A + A˜[µ
B
|C|A˜ν]
C
A
)
. (2.3)
For gauge invariance one also needs to impose the relation
A˜µ
B
A = AµCDf
CDB
A , (2.4)
which implies a truncation of the degrees of freedom in A˜µ
B
A. That this is consistent
with the field equations follows from the fact that using the fundamental identity
one can define
FµνCD := −2
(
∂[µAν]CD −A[µ|EFf
EFG
[CA|ν]|G|D]
)
, (2.5)
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consistent with (2.3), satisfying F˜µν
B
A = FµνCDf
CDB
A. In addition, the Bianchi
identity for the gauge field is satisfied
εµνλDµF˜νλ
B
A = 0 . (2.6)
When deriving the above field equations the requirement that [δ1, δ2]A˜µ
B
A closes
on-shell implies that fABCD satisfy (1.2), or alternatively (1.1). That these conditions
are indeed equivalent can be seen as follows. By writing out (1.2) as
fABCGf
EFG
D − 3f
E[AB
Gf
C]FG
D = 0 (2.7)
and applying the condition (1.2) (antisymmetrised in E,A,B, F ) to the second term,
one obtains (1.1).
The possibility of integrating the equations of motion to a Lagrangian clearly
requires the existence of a metric hAB in order to form scalars. In addition, the
only way to obtain a Lagrangian known so far is to also require fABCD to be totally
antisymmetric. In that case, the equations of motion above are obtained from the
following Lagrangian [5]
L = −
1
2
(DµX
AI)(DµXIA) +
i
2
Ψ¯AΓµDµΨA +
i
4
Ψ¯BΓIJX
I
CX
J
DΨAf
ABCD (2.8)
−V +
1
2
εµνλ
(
fABCDAµAB∂νAλCD +
2
3
fCDAGf
EFGBAµABAνCDAλEF
)
,
where
V =
1
12
fABCDfEFGDX
I
AX
J
BX
K
C X
I
EX
J
FX
K
G . (2.9)
After varying this Lagrangian the free gauge index must always sit on the last po-
sition of fABCD in order to match with the field equations. Assuming fABCD to be
antisymmetric takes care of this problem.
We will now consider a particular example where there is no obvious Lagrangian
formulation based on the following structure constants, where we have split the gauge
indices according to A = {a, φ},
fφabc = f
ab
c , f
φab
φ = f
abc
φ = f
abc
d = 0 , (2.10)
where fabc are the structure constants of a (compact and semi-simple) Lie algebra,
see appendix A for details. Note in particular that this fABCD in non-antisymmetric
(without a metric to raise the D index there is not even a notion of total antisym-
metry). This form of fABCD has also been considered in [7, 16]. In the next section
we will discuss the implications of this fABCD at the level of equations of motion.
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3. Relating multiple M2 and D2-branes
We will in this section investigate the physics of the explicit fABCD introduced in
(2.10) and, in particular, study the possible relation to D2-brane physics using the
Higgs mechanism introduced recently by Mukhi and Papageorgakis [8]. In addition
to focusing on the field equations, the main difference of our analysis compared to
that of [8] is that we choose fABCD as given in (2.10) which, even for the SU(2) case,
is different from the one used in [8].
The choice of fABCD in (2.10) has several special features. The condition
fABCφ = 0 implies that the interaction terms for X
I
φ and Ψφ in (2.2) vanish. Also,
(2.4) implies that A˜µ
A
φ = 0 so that the covariant derivatives acting on X
I
φ and Ψφ
reduce to ordinary derivatives. Then XIφ and Ψφ obey free dynamics and these fields
will, as explained below, give rise to the U(1) centre of mass degrees of freedom in
the SYM theory. But, as these fields obey free dynamics already before we apply the
Higgs mechanism and break the SO(8) covariance, they could also be interpreted as
the centre of mass degrees of freedom for multiple M2-branes. Note, however, that
XIφ and Ψφ will appear in the equations of motion for the other fields in (2.2), thereby
obstructing the possibility of obtaining a Lagrangian in a straightforward manner.
Let us now perform the Higgsing procedure along the lines of [8], by giving a vev
to the scalar X8φ,
X8φ =< X
8
φ > +x
8
φ = gYM + x
8
φ . (3.1)
From the last equation in (2.2) with F˜µν
b
a, we can algebraically solve for A˜µ
φ
a:
A˜µ
φ
a =
1
XIφX
I
φ
(
1
2λ
εµ
νρF˜νρ
c
bfa
b
c +X
J
φ∇µX
J
a −X
J
a ∂µX
J
φ + iΨ¯φΓµΨa
)
(3.2)
where λ is defined in (A.1). By substituting this expression back into the field
equations, rescale the fields X and Ψ according to their canonical dimension in the
world volume theory of the D2-branes (X,Ψ)→ (X/gYM ,Ψ/gYM) and keeping terms
to leading order in g−1YM , we get
0 = Γµ∂µΨφ ,
0 = Γµ∇µΨa + ΓiX
i
bΨcf
bc
a +O
(
1
g2YM
)
,
0 = ∂2XIφ , (3.3)
0 = ∇2X ia −
i
2
Ψ¯bΓ
iΨcf
bc
a − f
cd
gf
bg
aX
j
bX
i
cX
j
d +O
(
1
g2YM
)
,
0 = ∇µFµνφa −
1
2
(
X ic∇νX
i
d +
i
2
Ψ¯cΓνΨd
)
f cda +O
(
1
g2YM
)
,
where XIφ = (X
i
φ, x
8
φ) with i = 1, ..., 7, the covariant derivative ∇µ is defined as
(∇µX)a = ∂µXa − A˜µ
b
aXb = ∂µXa − 2AµφbXcf
bc
a (3.4)
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and Fµν
B
A is defined in (2.5). Note that the Higgs mechanism has transformed the
algebraic equation for A˜µν
φ
a into a dynamical equation for the gauge potential Aµφa
[8].
The leading terms in (3.3) can be integrated to the Lagrangian
L =
1
g2YM
(
Ldecoupled + L0
)
, (3.5)
where
Ldecoupled = −
1
2
∂µX
I
φ∂
µXIφ +
i
2
Ψ¯φΓ
µ∂µΨφ (3.6)
and L0 is the standard 2 + 1 dimensional SYM Lagrangian
L0 = −
1
4
FµνaF
µνa −
1
2
∇µX
ai∇µX ia +
1
4
(
fabcX
aiXbj
) (
fde
cXdiXej
)
+
i
2
Ψ¯a 6∇Ψa +
i
2
fabcΨ¯
aΓiXbiΨc , (3.7)
where we have here denoted Fµνa = 4Fµνφa.
In accordance with [8], the scalars X8a behave as Goldstone bosons giving a mass
to A˜µν
φ
a. Moreover, the scalar x
8
φ in (3.1), corresponding to the fluctuation around
the vev, can be dualised to an abelian gauge field and will, together with the centre
of mass modes X iφ for the D2-branes and the superpartners Ψφ, form a free U(1)
vector multiplet. In addition to the fact that this U(1) centre of mass multiplet is
decoupled to lowest order in g−1YM , in our construction it actually obeys free dynamics
to all orders in g−1YM .
4. Conclusions
In light of the fact that it seems to be exceedingly difficult to find solutions to the
fundamental identity based on a totally antisymmetric fABCD, which is required
for a Lagrangian description, we work instead at the level of field equations. Since
there is no a priori reason to expect a Lagrangian formulation for the theories which
describe conformal fixed points of the nonconformal N = 8 SYM theories it seems
relevant to not rule out this possibility.
Putting potential problems that could accompany this approach aside for the
moment, we use a choice of fABCD that satisfies the fundamental identity but is
not totally antisymmetric. With this choice we are able to obtain, using the Higgs
mechanism of [8], the SYM field equations for any (compact and semi-simple) gauge
group, to leading order in g−1YM . A novel feature of this construction is that the U(1)
centre of mass multiplet for the D2-branes obeys free dynamics, even before applying
the Higgs mechanism and breaking the SO(8) covariance. This means that we have
identified a candidate for the centre of mass multiplet also for multiple M2-branes.
We believe that these results indicate that this approach could be consistent despite
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the lack of a Lagrangian, but this of course needs further investigation. Note that,
the leading order terms, corresponding to the ordinary SYM D2-theory, of course do
have a Lagrangian formulation.
An interesting feature of this construction is that the choice of fABCD in (2.10)
seems rather unique if we want to make contact with D2-brane physics. In order to
have a U(1) centre of mass multiplet obeying free dynamics we need to set fABCφ = 0.
Then, out of the remaining components we need to embed the Lie algebra structure
constants, implying that fφabc ∼ fabc. The only remaining components, fabcd , are
forced to vanish by the fundamental identity. Thus, since the choice of fABCD seems
to be so tightly constrained, it would be interesting to also investigate what this
proposed D2-M2 correspondence implies to higher order in g−1YM .
Note added: As this paper was being prepared, a preprint appeared [17] which
has some overlap with our paper.
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A. Useful formulæ
In this appendix we collect some useful formulæ needed for the computations related
to the Higgs mechanism. We restrict our attention to compact and semi-simple Lie
algebras, which means that the generators can be chosen to satisfy
tr(T aT b) = λ δab , (A.1)
where
(T a)bc = −if
ab
c ,
[T a, T b] = ifabcT
c (A.2)
and the structure constants fabc are totally antisymmetric. In these conventions the
Jacobi identity is
f [abdf
c]d
e = 0 . (A.3)
From the constraint A˜µ
B
A = AµCDf
CDB
A, and the above Lie algebra properties,
we find that
F˜µν
d
cfe
c
dfe
b
a = −λ F˜µν
b
a , (A.4)
which is needed for the Higgsing. Note that in the final formulæ (3.3), the normali-
sation constant λ drops out.
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